2-1 배

○아 (Agree)

I agree with the precept; when given the choice between being right
or being kind, choose kind. When we choose kind, we can have better
results and kindness can be more righteous. For example, Hong Kil-Dong
stole the goods of the explorers who plundered the people and distributed
them to the people. It was not right because it was a violation of the
law, but he did a good job of saving the people. Maybe Hong Kil-Dong’s
work is more righteous. Also, a white lie can lead to better results in
relation to people.

2-1 이

○은 (Agree)

I agree with Browne’s September precept in Wonder. I’ve read a
newspaper about poor people who stole food in convenience store and
were sentenced to 3 years. I think he would not have stolen food if other
people had been kind to him. Also, it was government’s fault for not
giving him any help and kindness. I think mutual kindness can make a
world where everyone lives happily. And beginning of showing kindness
must be ourselves. Why don’t you look around and help other people who
have difficulty in living as soon as you find them? If you do, you receive
kindness like boomerang!

2-1 이

○영 (D isagree)

I don’t agree with his precept. I think it is more important to be right.
If everyone in the world choose being kind, people would emphasize their
weakness. Then people would apply sympathy to judge others’ situation.
However, I think people should not focus on one’s sympathy. Somebody
can abuse it. Have you ever seen a homeless person who sells some
products in a subway station? When I was young, I saw an old woman
there who was selling bracelets. I thought she was very pitiful, so I
donated my small allowance to her. But, as soon as I turned back, two
men took her money. I said it to my mom and she said they must have
been a team. I just wanted to be a kind person, but that was wrong.
Then I thought I shouldn’t be kind in every situation. Plus, I have to
make a right choice so that I will not regret.

2-2 유

○민 (D isagree)

I disagree with Browne’s September precept because there is a law in
our society. In one story, there was a poor son with old and ill parents.
His parents could be healed completely when they took high-priced
medicine. Finally, he decided to pinch the medicine. It’s a absolutely sad
story, but it’s not social right. And, there is a law to regulate this. If we
allow all of these cases, society will not be sustainable. So, When given
the choice between being right of being kind, I will choose being right.

2-3 방

○준 (D isagree)

I don’t agree with Browne’s precept; choose kind. I think that being
right should be chosen, because being right can be an objective standard
such as laws, rules or even theory or logics while being kind is
determined by one’s thoughts which begin from individual experiences or
social atmosphere. For example, when some laws or rules are applied in
some cases like criminal or school problems, the standard of law or rule
must be obvious so that it is equal to all people. If the standard isn’t
obvious, the law or rule loses its essence as being itself. So, I think that
being right is more obvious standard than being kind.
2-4 송

○빈 (D isagree)

I choose right. I have considered ‘right’ is the most important thing.
Suppose that an offender is being pursued by the police and breaks into
your home. Would you help him? If you help him thinking that being
kind is important, it not only has an impact on society, but even
endangers you. Even if the offender is acquainted with you it is not right
for you to help him.
2-7 정

○수 (D isagree)

I don’t agree with the idea of being kind instead of being right because
when you are kind to someone even after he or she do something wrong,
he or she will feel less sorry. Then, it may happen repeatedly and he or
she may forget about what his fault was, not feeling guilty. Therefore,
we have to be able to express our thought properly. For example, when I
was in high school, I had a friend whose name was Jack. One day he
threw a water balloon to me. I was little angry but I didn’t mention it to
him. Then, he kept doing that, not knowing that I wasn’t happy about
that. Finally, we got into a fight. I should have told him to stop in the
first place.

2-7 나

○석 (Agree)

I agree to choose kind when given the choice between being right or
being kind. I think being kind is a better attitude to take in relationships
than being right. Like a case in which people should tell a white lie, you
can be in a situation where it is better not to tell the truth. Telling a
truth is not always a good thing to do because it can be hurtful to
someone. In short, I believe if you want to be a good person, you have
to kind to other people. For instance, there was a man and his
4-year-old daughter who lost her mother from an accident. He didn’t
want to tell his daughter why she doesn’t have mom because he thought
she was too young. If he would tell her the truth, it could be really
shocking. He was goint to tell her everything when she grew up. Like
such a case, there are situations something should not be told and
someone needs to be treated kindly.

2-10 이

○온 (Agree)

In my opinion, being kind is the one thing we have to choose. People
always have emotion and live depending on it. Thousands of questions
are given to us in everyday life. If you tell something that can hurt
someone, he may not have mood to do anything that day. Not only for
the listener, the speaker will feel better to say kind things. For example,
my mom asked me, “How do I look?” She seemed to like that clothes
very much, but I’m not into that clothes. Instead of saying “It’s not my
style”, I said to her “It looks good on you!” When she heard it, she
looked like a child who was given a new toy. If I had told the truth, she
might have felt disappointed. Although I told a lie, both my mom and I
were happier.

2-9 김

○린 (D isagree)

I don’t agree, because being right is more important than being kind.
Being kind is important too but I think being right is a short cut to
trust. Let’s suppose people tell a white lie to be kind and do not want to
hurt people. Disappointment will get deeper when we know the truth.
And relations between people are getting worse. So, choose right is the
way for building up trust. For example, I didn’t want to make my friends
sad, so I told a white like to my friend. But she was disappointed to
know that I lied to her. After that, my terms with her were getting
worse. So, I realized that being kind is good in the short term, but being
right is the way to go in the long term.

2-8 장

○원 (Agree)

I agree with choose kind. I think we should consider the feelings of the
other person and say something nicer rather than tell the truth. Also,
being kind can relieve someone’s trauma and give them hope. When my
friend was on a diet, she asked me “do you thing I’ve lost a lot of
weight?” I didn’t see a big difference but I said, “I think you lost a lot
and I think you will be getting pretty if you lose a little bit more
weight.”

2-10 김

○설 (Agree/ D isagree)

I agree and disagree depending on situations. A word I say to others
may make his/her day or hurt his/her feeling. For example, in the movie
‘Along with the Gods’, the man starred in the movie lost his mate. His
mate had a daughter who was very young. So, the main character writes
to her regularly as her father. The work continues until the daughter has
grown up. If I were in this situation, I would have done the same as the
main character. The daughter was too young to know the truth. On the
other hand, telling a white lie can be hurtful to others or even makes
them feel betrayed when they found out the truth. If I were a patient
terminally-illed with cancer I would rather know the truth so that I could
spend my rest of my time with my beloved ones and prepare myself. In
this regard, I don’t agree with choose kind.

